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Abstract: Nearly the whole Antarctic ice sheet, including the attached ice shelves, 

shows a net accumulation. Factors other than precipitation influence the budget 

only to a small degree. In the inner parts of the ice sheet it is frequently difficult 

to establish the annual accumulation. Determinations by isotope frequency do not 

always agree with those derived from stratigraphic evidence. A mean accumula

tion of 15 cm water equivalent corresponding to 1900 gt/year (I gt= 1 gigaton== l km3 

water) is rather on the low side. 

The loss by runoff of meltwater or by evaporation in the border regions of 

prevailing ablation is small, 10 gt/year. The open ice sheet moves slowly; the ice 

loss is 50 gt/year. Glaciers move with varying speeds; an estimate of 520 gt/year 

from glaciers and ice streams is rather high. Ice shelves surround one-half of the 

continent. A high estimate gives 880 gt as their productivity. Some melting will 

occur at the bottom of the floating ice shelves and glaciers. The amount is not 

well known; it is estimated at 200 gt/year but will hardly exceed 300 gt/year. With 

a total loss of 1660 gt/year the final balance is slightly positive. In view of the 

uncertainties, gain and loss might be equal, but the budget will not be markedly 

negative. With the ice sheets of Antarctica and Greenland in balance, the present 

rise of sea level can be caused by the mass loss of the mountain glaciers combined 

with a warming of the ocean. 

Introduction 

The Antarctic ice sheet, which covers almost the whole Antarctic continent 
and the ice shelves attached to it, contains water in the solid state of the order 
of 25 million km3, nine-tenths of the glacier mass on earth40 • 48 > . This body of ice 
exchanges continuously its mass with the atmosphere above and with the ocean 
outside the continent. Compared with the total ice mass involved, the exchange 
is slow, comprising about 1/10,000 of the mass per year. Some of the Antarctic 
ice will stay on the continent for the order of 100,000 years, the length of one 
of the periods of Quaternary ice extension. For this reason the response of the 
ice sheet in the extension and height to changes in the water budget will be 
sluggish; an overall imbalance might take a long time to influence the configu
ration of the ice edge19)

. The mass budget of the Antarctic ice sheet comprises 
addition and removal of ice. If the annual budget is considered, as will be 
done in the following discussion, the regions of prevailing addition-the accumu
lation area, and those of prevailing removal-the ablation area, are rather clearly 
separated. In the following discussion the Antarctic Peninsula north of a line 
from the western end of the Filchner Ice Shelf to the southern entrance to George 
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VI Sound will not be considered; it represents a rather independent unit m its 
glaciological regime. 

A. Accumulation 

The greatest part of the Antarctic ice sheet is a region of prevailing accumu
lation. Away from the borders, regions of bare rock or of prevailing ablation 
are overall of almost negligible size. The accumulation derives from the atmos
phere. Part of such deposition might subsequently be removed from the surface 
by evaporation28 > and by snow drift34 > . Moreover, at the bottom of the ice sheet 
a small amount of ice, possibly a few mm per year, might be transformed by 
geothermal heat and friction into meltwater, and a small part of it might even 
reach the ocean26• 52 >. 

Under Antarctic weather conditions reliable measurements over extended 
periods of precipitation from the atmosphere have hitherto proved impossible, 
and the likely values of precipitation will have to be indirectly established. 
There are, on the other hand, cliff erent ways to determine the accumulation 
which is the really important item in the annual water budget. Measurements 
of accumulation include, besides precipitation, the effects of rime formation, 
sublimation, snow drift and runoff; they need not singly appear in the mass 
budget but must be known if precipitation is to be determined from measurements 
of accumulation. Over extended regions of the accumulation area, evaporation 
and rime formation, and particularly their cliff erence, are smaller than the ac
cumulation by an order of magnitude27

• 
28• 35• 35 >. Locally the mass transfer of 

blowing snow can be of considerable importance in the mass budget6 • 34 >. Extra
polation of accurate measurements of snow drift with wind speeds to 25 m/s to the 
conditions south of Port Martin in Adelie Land where stronger winds prevail 
for a quarter of the time, give an annual transport of the order of 200 million 
tons per km of coast. This may, however, be several times too high as with the 
highest speeds the drift might not be able to remove enough snow to produce 
"saturated" drift condition. As the height and density of the drift snow increases 
strongly with increasing wind speed, at places with more moderate wind the 
transport is much weaker. On the average the annual mass loss by drifting snow 
might be only 3-4 million tons per km of coast line; this represents only a few 
percent of the accumulation. Altogether in the area of prevailing accumulation 
the actual precipitation is slightly bigger than the measured accumulation24 > . 
This does not apply to a narrow border zone in which the net accumulation is 
only small because ablation prevails seasonally. 

Accumulation is measured in snow and firn by stakes44> and by stratigraphic 
studies in pits and of drilled cores. The determination of isotope frequencies 
gives information even in outwardly structureless ice. The isotopes show a 
seasonal variation or give by the identification of artificial isotopes from nuclear 
explosions at least a reference level. In the greater part of the interior, melt 
layers are absent, and it becomes difficult to detect the annual stratification. 
Smal1 differences in the relation between wind and slope cause at short distances 
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big changes in accumulation49l , In regions of very small accumulation-less than 
5 cm of water per year in the innermost parts-or of very heavy winds like the 
slopes near 140°E, the wind might be able to remove locally all the accumulation 
of one year. In order to obtain a representative value it becomes necessary to 
use a considerable number of well-distributed stakes. The variations of the stable 
isotopes (D, 0 18) do not always agree satisfactorily with the visually fixed annual 
stratification38) . This is not surprising. The isotope proportion in the ice depends 
upon the temperature at which in the atmosphere crystallization has occurred. 
This can vary very much even within the same season on account of temperature 
changes at one level and of different levels of crystallization30 , 31> . The annual 
temperature variation at cloud level is much smaller than near the surface (Byrd 
Station monthly means at 3 km, 10°, at the surface, 25°), resulting in smaller isotope 
differences; moreover the mean temperature of solidification might systematically 
differ from the general mean of the month at that level. For instance, at 
Vostok (78° S, 107° E) and Pionerskaya (70° S, 96°E), temperatures at 5 km are 
on overcast days slightly higher than on clear ones, 

In view of the rarity of direct observations of accumulation, an indirect 
method can be tried. The accumulation appears outside the border regions 
rather closely related to the mean annual temperature of the air7l which is close 
to the firn temperature at a depth of 10 m33 l. The latter has been measured at 
many places; 256 observations of temperature and accumulation give the relation 
log1 0 A= 1.95+.0235 t, where A accumulation in g cm-2 year- 1, t annual tempera
ture in °C. This gives a mean accumulation of 13-14 cm water33l . 

For all these reasons the amounts of the annual accumulation in the ac
cumulation area are not yet quite definitely established. Recent estimates tend 
toward a mean value of 15 cm of water per year; this is probably rather too 
low than too high 16, 23• 32• 35). It gives, with an area of prevailing accumulation of 
12.6 x 106 km 2, about 1.9 X 1012t or 1900 gigatons (gt), with 1 gt= 1 km3 of water. 
This is less than 1/10,000 of the ice mass of Antarctica. 

B. Ablation 

The presence or absence of surfaces of prevailing ablation along the coast 
depends much more upon slope and gravity wind than upon the temperature. 
Locally the ablation of ice-even the warmest parts of the coast have only 600-
700 hours above freezing point in the year-by melting and evaporation can 
amount to 50 cm per year10 • 32 >. But compared with the whole extent of the 
Antarctic ice sheet the regions of prevailing surface ablation are small. The 
accumulation area extends in most parts right to the coast, and includes also 
the horizontal ice shelves. It is also important that the bulk of the ice is right 
to the coast at a temperature below freezing point. Meltwater that is not formed 
quite near the edge and which disappears into crevasses freezes again and 
does not contribute to the loss of mass. A loss by runoff and evaporation of 
10 gt, corresponding to 22 cm of ice ablated from a 5 km wide ring around half 
the continent, is probably much too high, but still remains quite insignificant 
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compared with the accumulation. This is different from the conditions of the 
Greenland ice sheet on which runoff removes more than half the accumulation, 
and of the former Quaternary ice sheets. 

The Antarctic ice sheet borders along most of its circumference directly 
on the ocean. The extent of rock as a coastal feature is quite small, at best a. 
few hundred kilometers, including parts of the coast skirted by a permanent 
icefoot which, however, does not drain the ice sheet itself. Except at isolated 
places, like the ice-free valleys of South Victoria Land, ice moves everywhere 
outward and is ultimately removed. Part of it will be detached as ice and part 
of it will be melted. The amount of melting along the ice fronts is unknown. 
During part of the summer the sea water can locally reach temperatures above 
0°C55). Moreover melting of sweet water ice can also occur in the saline sea 
water at a lower temperature. But the amount of melting would only be of 
interest if the loss of mass of the ice sheet was otherwise determined from the 
size of detached icebergs, for instance by aerial photography. This has been 
attempted only exceptionally14) . 

In most cases the loss has been estimated from the speed of the ice motion 
measured near the edge of the ice2 > . For this purpose generally three types of 
the ice border have been distinguished, the ice sheet proper, ice streams and 
valley glaciers, and floating ice shelves. The ice sheet forms the coast for 10,500 
km, the ice shelves for the same distance, and outlet glaciers for about 3000 
km3, 351 . This refers to the length of the active coast line. Small indentations 
and promontories have been excluded. 

The ice sheet itself has a small velocity. An insufficient number of measure
ments close to the coast exists; published ones give mainly values of 25-50 m per 
year331 . A mean speed of over 200 m/year as recently assumed, is very likely to 
be too high12 >. The thickness of the ice sheet can be estimated from the height 
above sea level; with a mean height of 25 m and a proportion of the protruding 
to the submerged part of 1: 4.5, corresponding to a mean density of 0,84, the 
mean height of the ice front is 140 m. This gives with a mean speed of 40 m/ 
year an annual discharge of 62 km3 or about 50 gt, a small amount. 

The ice streams move with considerably higher velocities which vary, however, 
considerably. The frontal movements of a number of them have been surveyed. 
The speeds show only a slight correspondence with the width of the glaciers. 
The highest measured velocity is 1400 m/year on the Denman Glacier, 99°E8• 12 >; 
no known Antarctic glacier approaches the speed of some big ice streams in 
Greenland. The reason for the difference is not known. Near the fronts of many 
Antarctic glaciers depressions and embayments extending at right angles to the 
movement follow each other at rather uniform distance. This is shown in strik
ing photographs from the air12 > . It is claimed that the width of these ribbons 
represents the displacement during one year, similar to the ogives of mountain 
glaciers. The speed of many glaciers between 45° E and 160° E has been derived 
from their spacing. In some cases the speeds found from these morphological 
features correspond reasonably well with directly measured movements near the 
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front. It is, on the other hand, not easily understood why Antarctic glaciers 
should have such annual rhythm. The Store Qarajaq Glacier, an outlet of the 
Greenland ice sheet and in every respect comparable to the big Antarctic ice 
streams, has no marked seasonal variation of speed13) . The reasons given for 
the seasonal variations of speed in temperate glaciers, varying bottom and 
internal friction on account of meltwater or the pressure changes caused by 
seasonally varying accumulation and ablation, hardly apply in the Antarctic. 
Nor will the presence or absence of sea ice near the front be able to markedly 
affect the motion. 

It has been suggested that as these depressions and cracks in the glacier 
are zones of weakness, icebergs will separate preferentially along these lines. I( 
they are annually recurring features, it might be possible to determine the an
nual advance of the glacier from the width of the detached icebergs14)

. Where 
a comparison with direct measurements of displacement has been possible, the 
correspondence is rather satisfactory. A mean annual speed of the ice stream 
fronts of 400 m is probably not far from the truth. The thickness of the glacier 
fronts is rather little known. A mean height above sea level of 40 m leads with 
a density of 0.88 to a total thickness of 300 m. As the floating glacier tongues 
have a tendency to spread and thin, this might be too small. Observations from 
the western side of the Ross Ice Shelf give considerably higher values47) ; but the 
presence of the thick Ross Ice Shelf must dam the glaciers back. Three thou
sand km of ice stream front gives with a speed of 400 m/year and a thickness 
of 500 m, 600 km3 /year or 520 gt/year. 

Better knowledge of the border of the Antarctic ice sheet during the last twenty 
years has shown that floating ice shelves girdle almost one-half of its coasts. 
Some measurements of their speed exist. The big ice shelves show a considerable 
motion. Recent measurements give for the eastern half of the Ross Ice Shelf, 
800 m, for the western, 1500 m per year; the latter value is probably too high41

• 
42• 53). 

A mean of 1000 m might be used. The Filchner Ice Shelf has at the eastern 
part of its border comparable speed, from 1100 to 1500 m per year25) . No mea
surements exist for the bigger western part. The Amery Ice Shelf has near its 
edge a speed of 1200 m/year4

• 
5i. The smaller ice shelves move considerably less 

Table 1. Water budget (in gt) of Antarctic ice sheet. 

Accumulation Ablation 

1900 Melting and evaporation 
Ice sheet 
Glaciers 
Ice shelves 

Bottom melting 

-10 

-50 

-520 

-880 

-1460 

-200 

-1660 
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fast; the Maudheim Ice Shelf about 300 m/year45 > , the Brunt Ice Shelf not quite 
400 mt>, As the greater part of the ice shelf fronts belong to narrow shelves, a 
mean speed of 500 m/year will not be too small. The thickness of the ice shelves 
near their border is of the order of 200 m. With a length of 10,500 km, the shelf 
ices produce 1050 km3/year, or, with a density of 0.84, 880 gt. Thus the water 
balance of the Antarctic ice sheet becomes so far (in l09t or gigatons)(Table 1): 

The tentative budget closes with a deficit of 440 gt; one-quarter of the ac
cumulation is excess. It should be stressed that the estimate of accumulation is 
among the lower ones while the ablation values of Table 1 are rather on the 
high side. Nor does it appear likely that the "productive" ice border is longer 
than 24,000 km. 

One item is, however, still missing from the ablation side of the budget. 
There may be some melting on the lower side of ice shelves and floating ice 
tongues39 '. Undoubtedly even with a very weak circulation of sea water below 
the ice shelves, enough heat for considerable melting would be available43 > . The 
question is, how far inward such circulation could extend. Direct observations 
of the melting rate do not exist. Some ice shelves might increase even near the 
front by ice accretion at the bottom11• 18 > . This has been claimed for parts of 
the McMurdo Ice Shelf, but it has recently been doubted because as drilling 
cores show, the shelf consists throughout of sweet water icern . There seems to 
be agreement that the melting rate decreases toward the interior of the ice 
shelves. 

It might be possible to determine the rate of melting indirectly. If the 
strain rates at the surface of the ice shelf are measured, it becomes possible, 
under far-reaching assumptions, to determine the thinning of a floating ice 
shelf!, 53• 54l. The cliff erence with the actually-observed thickness changes might 
allow calculation of the melting rate at the bottom. It has also been suggested 
that by establishing the heat budget of a floating ice shelf, it might become 
possible to determine the heat available for bottom melting and hence the 
melting rate itself2 1, 5ll. Recent estimates give near the edge of the Ross Ice 
Shelf an annual ablation of 60 cm water equivalent9 > , and a similar value for 
the Maudheim Ice Shelf46 '. Smaller rates are given for the Brunt Ice Shelf in 
the Weddell Sea1'. The melting might vanish in the Ross Ice Shelf 70 km inward 
from the edge. In the inner parts of the bigger ice shelves, melting might even 
be replaced by accretion; but the sweet water ice at the lower surface of the ice 
shelf near its edge means that there must be a net loss of substance below the 
shelf. We estimate a mean loss by melting of 25 cm water over a width of 60 
km along 10,500 km of ice shelves. This gives 155 gt. We use the higher value 
of 200 gt. Other estimates go as high as 300 gt. It follows that even with ad
dition of bottom melting the budget of the Antarctic ice sheet will hardly 
balance. The mass of the Antarctic ice sheet seems at present to increase. It 
should be pointed out again that the estimates of gain were on the low side, 
those of loss generally on the high side. In view of the uncertainty of the 
basic data, particularly of the speed of the ice shelves and of the rate of 
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melting at their lower side, it might still be possible to arrive at a balanced 
budget. About the same condition seems at the moment to exist in the mass 
economy of the Greenland ice sheet which also appears to be in a balanced 
state29i notwithstanding a tendency to frontal recession of some outlet glaciers50i . 

But it appears almost impossible to arrive at a loss of mass of the Antarctic ice 
sheet comparable with that of the mountain glaciers of the world during the 
last century. 

If the mass of the two big ice sheets on earth remains stable, it seems 
unlikely that the annual rise of sea level of about 1 mm can be explained by 
the diminution of the rest of the land-based ice. All glaciers and smaller ice 
sheets would have to lose the equivalent of 60-70 cm of water each year and 
would completely disappear in 500 years. But it will be admitted that European 
glaciers lose at present substance at about this rate15, 20 , 22, 37 , 55 i

, A rise of sea level 
might also be due to other reasons than an increase in the mass of water, for 
instance a tectonic lift of part of the oceanic floor or a relatively small rise 

in oceanic temperatures which has indeed been observed in some parts of the 
ocean21 i

. 

We arrive at the conclusion that at first sight the Antarctic ice sheet seems 
to have a positive mass balance; more ice is collected than removed. Some of 
the items of the budget are still uncertain and a case can be made for a balanced 
Antarctic ice budget. But it appears very unlikely that the Antarctic ice sheet 
loses at present mass at a rate comparable to that of the mountain glaciers. 
The rise of sea level can be explained without a mass contribution from the 
Antarctic ice sheet. 
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